Meal preparation is a pleasure in the Sun Voyager with plenty of large hardwood cabinets and drawers, generous counter space, 3-burner stove, 2-door 2-way refrigerator and convection microwave.

**Spacious Living...**

Gulf Stream's exclusive sun room slideout, which is getting rave reviews from many RVers, is available on various floorplans ranging in length from 30 to 38 feet. First in the industry this innovative sun room gives you a wide range of sight from the curb side of the coach and opens up the coach to eliminate that boxed-in feeling that other motorhomes give you. Gulf Stream makes you feel at home by introducing other residential features like hardwood cabinetry, residential hardware, deluxe carpet, a flatscreen television or optional LCD with Gulf Stream's own G-sound, residential lighting fixtures, large refrigerator with optional icemaker, and free standing dinette and recliner.
THREE-ZONE LIVING… Gulf Stream is bustling with enthusiasm as we usher in a new age of RV comfort. Our innovative Three-Zone living concept is revolutionary. This floor plan offers the opportunity to relax in privacy or entertain a large social gathering. The opposing 19 ft. slide outs open the coach to enormous proportions. Creating three individual zones, family/living room, a separate dining room/galley and private sleeping quarters with a King bed and an attached pass through bathroom accessible from the bedroom or dining room.
Spacious Bedrooms...

The bedrooms in select Sun Voyager models feature Gulf Stream's Two-Zone Living Concept. By adding a sitting area in the bedroom we have increased the amount of useful daytime living area by 30%. With this arrangement you have the ability to close off the bedroom area from the rest of the coach to give you privacy and the peace and quiet you deserve.

Many bedrooms also offer washer/dryer hookups for the optional washer/dryer appliance, an optional computer desk/vanity, flat screen television and more wardrobe storage than you would imagine.
This bedrooms feature Gulf Stream’s Two-Zone Living Concept. The computer workstation and sitting chair give this bedroom functionality beyond sleeping. E-mail, paperwork, picking up a good book or watching TV can all be enjoyed in this second zone.
Sealed for extended life and a quiet ride.

Seamless, carpeted, galvanized steel storage compartments safely cradle your valuables. Rust protective paint and foam sealed for extended life and a quiet ride.

Our residential style cabinets are constructed of solid hardwood doors and fronts that are predrilled and screwed then they are stained and top coated with a furniture grade finish that provides long lasting beauty and durability as well as adding strength and quietness to your motorhome.

Other companies use wrapped cabinet fronts prone to peeling, fading and tearing. The softer composite wood used does not hold screws as well as hardwood resulting in loss of strength and squeaking. Discoloration will degrade the beauty and lower the value of the motorhome.

Excellent Weathering - Maintaining the vehicle’s quality appearance enhances its resale value.

Tear Resistance - Flexroofs hard abuse resistant finish resists tearing, a condition that can cause leaks and lead to expensive repair.

Low Maintenance - Road grime can easily be removed with normal cleaning maintenance. Rubber chalking due to solar breakdown of the roof surface is eliminated, preserving the original appearance and resale value of the vehicle.

Stain Resistance - Fiberglass Flexroof is designed to resist staining and maintain its quality appearance.

Structural Integrity - Unlike conventional EPDM rubber roof membranes, Flexroof is a structural component of the roof system.

Textured Fiberglass - Helps dissipate heat and prevents tree limbs from tearing or scratching your roof.

Dual metal H-Ducted air conditioning system with foil bubble wrapped insulation for superior climate control.

Gulf Stream offers true flush floor slide out rooms to give you more headroom in the slide and eliminates the step up into the slide room that you will experience in many of our competitors motorhomes.

Gulf Stream VS. Brand A Cool Down Comparison

- At 15 minutes, Gulf Stream cooled 7 degrees cooler.
- At 30 minutes, Gulf Stream cooled 9 degrees cooler.
- At 1 hour, Gulf Stream cooled 9 degrees cooler.

Finally, empirical data demonstrating the efficiency and performance of a roof air conditioning system versus a floor air conditioning system.

Winner: Roof air conditioning by Gulf Stream
The Cradle of Strength super strength truss system is unmatched in the RV industry. The structural subfloor foundation begins by welding a network of integrated steel trusses to the chassis rail. Specifically designed to distribute and transfer the tremendous forces from the coach to the chassis rail, these trusses are individually tested to withstand 6,000 pounds each. An all steel overhead structure installed above the cockpit brings strength and rigidity to the upper portion of the coach providing a safe strong platform to install a TV that will not break free in an impact while maximizing overhead storage.
Holding tank capacities (both fresh water and waste water) are volume calculations based on overall tank dimensions. The capacities may differ from published calculations due to the result of tank installation, tank material variation, tank fitting locations and other plumbing variables.
**Patented Sun Room Design...**

Open panoramic views, natural lighting and spacious freestanding dinette are just a few of the benefits of the Gulf Stream sun room. More important, is the peace of mind knowing the sun room’s skylights are designed to protect the interior from damaging UV light, prevent leaks and aid in climate control.

- Both top and bottom glazes are formed of unbreakable polycarbonate.
- The outer glaze is tinted to minimize solar heat gain. The bottom glaze is clear.
- Collectively, both glazes eliminate 97% of the damaging UV light.
- All walls and ceiling of the sun room are insulated for thermal and sound control.
- Every window and skylight in the sun room is equipped with a day/night shade.

---

**Standard Paint & Graphics Gold**

**Standard Paint & Graphics Silver**

**Full Body Paint Tan**

**Full Body Paint Black**

---

24 MONTH 24,000 MILE WARRANTY ON STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS
### Chassis
- 20,500 GVWR FORD CHASSIS W/19.5" TIRES (8295)
- 22,000 GVWR FORD CHASSIS W/22.5" TIRES (8351 8368 8377 8389)
- 24,000 GVWR WORKHORSE CHASSIS (REQUIRES 6000 LB HITCH) (8377 8388 8389)

### Exterior/Structural
- “Cradle of Strength” Construction:
  - Welded Steel Sub-Floor Truss System
  - 1-1/2” Tubular Metal Cage Construction on Sidewalls & Roof
  - Insulated Floors w/Virtually Seamless Structurewood Decking
  - Vacuum-Bond Laminated 2” Thick Sidewall Construction Smooth Filon Fiberglass
- Aluminum Skin Trunk Doors W/SLAM LATCHES
- Pre-Molded Front & Rear Fiberglass Caps
- Standard Painted Silver Graphics
- Standard Painted Gold Graphics
- Slick White Fiberglass Exterior
- Laminated Fiberglass Roof
- Vinyl Fiberglass Roof
- Pre-Molded Front & Rear Fiberglass Caps
- Single Pane Rounded Windows
- Vinyl Crown Ceiling Molding
- Decorative Beveled Mirror Doors Above Sofa
- Mirrored Medicine Cabinet
- Privacy Curtain
- Dog Door
- Emergency Start Switch in Dash
- AM/FM/Cassette Stereo w/CD Player & Speakers
- Fluorescent Ceiling Lighting
- Wall Switches for All Ceiling Lights
- Wall Clock
- Map Lights
- CB Antenna
- Antenna Amplifier, Booster & 2 Jacks
- Auto Electric Step
- 20’ Samsung Flat Screen Color TV in Bedroom (8389)
- SAMSUNG 24” Flatscreen Color TV in Front Overhead (8389)
- 20” LCD Color TV in Bedroom (8389)
- 20” LCD Color TV in Dining Room (8389)
- 37” LCD Color TV in Livingroom (8389)
- DSS Prep (TRIPOD)
- DVD Ready
- Color Back Up Monitor W/Audio
- Overhead Defrost Blower
- Lighted Exterior Storage Bins
- Phone Jack in Kitchen & (1) in Bedroom
- Vanity Bench (8351 8368 8378 8389)

### Appliances
- Double Door 2 Way Refer
- Roll Out Pantry (NA W/SBS Ref)
- Monitor Panel
- 30” OTR Convection Microwave
- 3-Burner Top
- Flush Stove Top Cover
- 10 Gallon Water Heater
- LP Gas Bottle
- Carbon Monoxide Detector
- LP Gas Leak Detector
- Washer/Dryer Prep (8351 8368 8388 8389)
- Dishwasher Prep (8351 8368)

### Power
- Generator Ready
- (2) 12 V Auxiliary Batteries (Group 27)
- Battery Disconnect
- 50 Amp Service W/Auto Transfer Switch & 80 Amp Converter
- Generator Prep

### Bath
- Neo-Angle Shower W/Glass Door & Surround (8295 8378)
- Shower W/Glass Door & Surround (8351 8368 8377 8379 8389)
- Radius Tub/Shower W/Radiused Glass Door (8388)
- Power Vent in Commode & Shower Area
- Porcelain Pedal Stool W/Spayer
- Holding Tank Flush Kit
- Sky Dome in Bath

### Furnishings
- 2-Tone Pilot Seat
- 2-Tone Pilot Seat
- (2) Bedroom Chairs W/Ottomans (8377 8378 8389)
- Soft Touch Euro Recliner W/Ottoman (PS) (8295 8377 8379 8389)
- Soft Touch Recliner (8351 8368 8378)
- Cloth Sleeper (H-A-B) Sofa (DS)
- (2) Euro Recliners W/Flip Up Table (8389)
- Comfort Plus Dinette Booth/Bed (8351 8368 8379)
- FS Round Dinette W/2(2) Residential Dining Chairs (8295 8377 8379 8388 8389)
- Vanity Bench (8351 8368 8378 8389)
- 60 X 74 Bed W/Deluxe Innerspring Mattress (NA 8389)
- 79 X 80 King Bed W/Innerspring Mattress & Power Lift (8389)
- 3 Point Seat Belts
- Silverware Drawer (8295 8368 8377 8379)
- (2) Throw Pillows (Living Room) & (2) Bedroom Pillows

### Packages
- XL Package
  - Corian Kitchen C-Top
  - Cap Mount Heated & Remote Exterior Mirrors W/Paint
  - Hardware Dinette Table
  - 6-Panel Refer Door Inserts

### Popular Options
- 20,700 GVWR WORKHORSE CHASSIS W/22.5" TIRES (8295)
- 22,000 GVWR FORD CHASSIS W/22.5" TIRES (8351 8368 8378 8389)
- 24,000 GVWR WORKHORSE CHASSIS (REQUIRES 6000 LB HITCH) (8351 8368 8378 8389)
- Diesel Package (8377 8388 8389)
- 26,000 GVWR 300 HP CUMMINS FREIGHTLINER, 80 Gal Fuel Tank W/Steel Wheels
- 5.5 Onan Quiet Diesel Generator
- Electric Main Awnings
- Deluxe Full Body Paint – Tan
- Deluxe Full Body Paint – Black
- Sand & Buff
- Thermopane Windows (NA 8295)
- Logo Rear Rock Guard
- Radius Tub/Shower W/Radiused Glass Door (8378)
- 2000 Watt Inverter
- 5.5 Onan Gas Generator
- 7.0 Kw Onan Gas Generator
- 15,000 BTU Low Profile Ducted A/C (8351 8368 8378 8389)
- (1) 10,000 & (1) 13,500 BTU Low Profile Ducted A/C’s
- Sony Surround Sound System W/DVD Player
- Electronics Package - 30” LCD TV in Front Overhead
- Lowrance GPS Navigation System
- Winegard Satellite Dish
- MP3 Player
- Soft Touch Sleeper (H-A-B) Sofa
- Euro Recliner W/Soft Touch Recliner (8351 8368 8389)
- 2-Tone 6-Way Power Pillow Seat
- 2-Tone 6-Way Power Copilot Seat
- F/S Buffet Dinette W/(2) Residential Dining Chairs W/Booth Dinette (8351 8368 8389)
- Computer Desk, (1) Chair (2) Bedroom Chairs (8377 8387 8388)
- (2) Folding Chairs
- (2) Euro Chairs in Bedroom W/Booth Dinette (8377 8387 8388)
- Upgraded Fabrics – Santa Fe
- Upgraded Fabrics – Tony Bermuda
- Image 2-Way Refer W/IC & AM/FM/CD Player
- Side by Side Refer W/IC & AM/FM/CD Player
- Generator Prep
- Dishwasher (8351 8368)
Gulf Stream Coach

has been a manufacturer of recreational vehicles for over 20 years. Our slogan, “Family Value”, speaks to our family-owned company, the value offered in our products and to our customers.

We use advanced manufacturing techniques to build everything from entry-level travel trailers to luxury motorhomes. We offer the largest product line in the industry.

RV dealers and consumers look to Gulf Stream for high-value products offering quality construction, innovative features, contemporary design, unmatched service and on-going support.

We’d love to have you as part of the family